We are Strikt. We are on an endless
pursuit to build and refine our riding
gear so you can push the limits of your
riding. We build premium products in
limited production numbers and strive
for refinement to the point of perfection.
We design, build, refine, and test our
own prototypes in the backcountry
and on the track. This means
that advancements and technical
improvements get made immediately
and can be tested out in the field within
mere days. Our competition simply
cannot say the same.
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The Freeride jacket is a high performance lightweight articulated shell,
designed for the new generation of sledders. It is Built with the highest
quality materials available, for the ultimate in light-weight performance and
durability. The hybrid Sled tek L7 fabric houses a dual layer Sled-Tek membrane that provides extremely high breathable, waterproof, and windproof
properties across a wide range of atmospheric conditions. A poly-amid
shell armours the freeride jacket and gives it one of the highest strength
to weight ratios on the market. This makes it a favorite among testers who
spend lots of time in the backcountry as it works well with a wide array of
under-layering combinations. Inside you will find a moisture wicking liner
that work as an integrated system with the L7 fabric to enhance moisture
vapor transmission away from your body. By utilizing the 48” of body and
arm vents, you will always be comfortable and dry no matter how brutal the
conditions are. This jacket will change the way you ride!

• Sled-Tek L7 waterproof, windproof, breathable fabric with 3
year warranty
• 22,000 gms/m2/d MVT and 21,000mm WP
• Nano-tech DWR
• YKK zippers throughout
• 48 inches of body and arm vents
• double stitched chassis
• moisture wicking liner and fleece
• helmet friendly collar
• removable hood
• pre-curved construction for unmatched articulation
• 3 year manufacturer’s warranty
• Radio pocket
• Kill switch D-ring
• Available in 4 colors: Blue, Orange, Green, and Mint

MSRP- $399.99 cad
SFJ-(S,M,L,XL,XXL)-01(B)Blue
SFJ-(S,M,L,XL,XXL)-01(G)-Green
SFJ-(S,M,L,XL,XXL)-01(M)-Mint
SFJ-(S,M,L,XL,XXL)-01(GY)-Grey
SFJ-(S,M,L,XL,XXL)-01(K)-Orange
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The Aspect Jacket is a performance insulated articulated snowmobile
jacket that boasts the highest quality materials available. This jacket is
designed for sledders who want their gear to last and endure the most
extreme riding conditions. The hybrid Sled tek V8 fabric houses a dual layer
Sled-Tek membrane that provides extremely high breathable, waterproof,
and windproof properties across a wide range of atmospheric conditions.
The custom designed PA outer layer is fiercely resistant to abrasion while
maintaining maximum breathability, waterproof, and windproof capabilities.
This also gives it one of the highest strength to weight ratios on the market.
The semi insulated construction with moisture wicking liner and wicking
fleece work as an integrated system with the V8 fabric to enhance moisture
vapor transmission away from your body. This makes the Aspect jacket
perform across a very wide range of conditions whether it in the mountains
or on the Lakes. By utilizing the 48” of body and arm vents, you will always
be comfortable and dry no matter how brutal the conditions are. Our precurved construction provides un-matched articulation that puts this jacket
in a class of its own. As soon as you put it on, you will notice the Strikt
difference

• Sled-Tek V8 waterproof, windproof, breathable fabric with 3
year warranty
• 21,000 gms/m2/d MVT and 21,000mm WP
• Nano-tech DWR
• YKK zippers throughout
• 48 inches of body and arm vents
• hand warming pockets
• double stitched chassis
• moisture wicking liner and fleece
• helmet friendly collar
• pre-curved construction for unmatched articulation
• 3 year manufacturer’s warranty
• Kill switch D-ring

MSRP- $419.99 cad
SAJ-(S,M,L,XL,XXL)-01B
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The Session Bib is a high performance lightweight articulated shell with a
removable Bib that is designed for the new generation of sledders. It is Built
with the highest quality materials available, for the ultimate in light-weight
performance and durability. The hybrid Sled tek L7 fabric houses a dual layer
Sled-Tek membrane that provides extremely high breathable, waterproof, and
windproof properties across a wide range of atmospheric conditions. A custom designed poly-amid shell armours the Session Bib and gives it one of the
highest strength to weight ratios on the market. This makes it a favorite among
testers who spend lots of time in the backcountry as it works well with a wide
array of under-layering combinations. Inside you will find a moisture wicking
liner that work as an integrated system with the L7 fabric to enhance moisture vapor transmission away from your body. The extra large cargo pockets
are perfect for maximum storage. Expansion joints above the knees help these
pants stay put while your on the move and also helps to accommodate kneebraces/pads without being baggy. These pants fit like no other and are ready for
war against the mountains. As soon as you put it on it is easy to tell the Strikt
difference.

Sled-tek L7 waterproof, windproof, breathable fabric
• 22,000 gms/m2/d MVT and 21,000mm WP
• YKK zippers throughout
• Removable BIB
• Covered leg vents
• Double stitched chassis
• Moisture wicking liner
• Expansion joints above knees
• Removable/adjustable Tek-Foam knee pads
• Extra large cargo pockets
• 1000D extra tough Moto-Cuffs
• Pre-curved construction for unmatched articulation
• 3 year manufacturer’s warranty
• Kill switch D-ring

MSRP- $399.99 cad
SSB-(S,M,L,XL,XXL)-010(B)Blue
SSB-(S,M,L,XL,XXL)-010(O)Black
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The Rigger Bib was designed for war against winter. It boasts the highest quality
materials available and is designed for sledders who want their gear to last and
endure whatever winter conditions are thrown at them and more. The hybrid Sled
tek V8 fabric houses a dual layer Sled-Tek membrane that provides extremely high
breathable, waterproof, and windproof properties across a wide range of conditions.
The custom designed PA outer fabric is fiercely resistant to abrasion while
maintaining maximum breathability, waterproof, and windproof capabilities. The
semi insulated construction, with moisture wicking liner and wicking fleece work
as an integrated system with the V8 fabric to enhance moisture vapor transmission
away from your body. This Bib fits like no other and is ready for war against
winter! As soon as you put it on, it is easy to tell the Strikt difference

MSRP- $399.99 cad
SRB-(S,M,L,XL,XXL)-010

• Sled-tek V8 waterproof, windproof, breathable fabric
• 21,000 gms/m2/d MVT and 21,000mm WP
• YKK zippers throughout
• Extra large leg vents
• Hand warming pockets
• Double stitched chassis
• Moisture wicking liner and fleece
• Removable/adjustable Tek-Foam knee pads
• 1000D extra tough cuffs
• Pre-curved construction for unmatched articulation
• 3 year manufacturer’s warranty
• Kill switch D-ring

The mountain Stinger pant was designed for war against winter. It boasts the highest quality
materials available and is designed for sledders who want their gear to last and endure whatever
winter conditions are thrown at them and more. The hybrid Sled tek V8 fabric houses a dual
layer Sled-Tek membrane that provides extremely high breathable, waterproof, and windproof
properties across a wide range of atmospheric conditions. The custom designed PA outer
fabric is fiercely resistant to abrasion while maintaining maximum breathability, waterproof,
and windproof capabilities. The Sled-Tek membrane posses a high resistance to contaminants
and foreign materials such as dirt and oil which can plug the micro pores of other membranes.
The semi insulated construction, with moisture wicking liner and wicking fleece work as an
integrated system with the V8 fabric to enhance moisture vapor transmission away from your
body. This makes the Stinger pant perform across a very wide range of conditions whether it in
the mountains or on the Lakes. By utilizing the leg vents, you will always be comfortable and dry
no matter how brutal the conditions are. The extra large cargo pockets are perfect for maximum
storage. Expansion joints above the knees help these pants stay put while your on the move and
also helps to accommodate kneebraces/pads without being baggy. These pants fit like no other
and are ready for war against the mountains. As soon as you put it on it is easy to tell the Strikt
difference.

MSRP- $379.99 cad
SSP-(S,M,L,XL,XXL)-010
Strikt Gear Company - Snow 2014
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We believe that all dirt gear is not created
equal. Our MX products are designed
to be a lot more durable than most
without compromising performance.
We achieve this by developing our own
unique rider developed textiles. We
test and develop our dirt line all over
the world to make sure that your gear
is built to win anywhere on the globe.
Unlike all others, Strikt MX gear is
proudly designed, tested and built in
North America with direct input from
our supercross team and privateers
from around the world. All of our MX
gear is produced in limited quantities to
ensure constant freshness.

Strikt Gear Company
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Blue Blob
Jersey - $59.99 cad
SMX-(S,M,L,XL,XXL)-1BB

Pants - $169.99 cad
SMX-(26,28,30,32,34,36,38)-1BB

All Strikt MX jerseys feature
QwikWik technology to get
the sweat out

Double and Triple
Stitched Chassis

Water repellent and
breathable 600d
Dirt-Tek fabric
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Strikt Gear Company - DIRT SPRING 2014

Vegas Blob
Jersey - $59.99 cad
SMX-(S,M,L,XL,XXL)-1VB

Pants - $169.99 cad
SMX-(26,28,30,32,34,36,38)-1VB

100% Fade Free
Digital Sublimation

Directional Flow 3D
AirMesh Vented Panels

100% Genuine
Leather Knee
Panels

Strikt Gear Company - DIRT SPRING 2014
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Blue Smoke
Pants - $169.99 cad

Jersey - $59.99 cad

SMX-(26,28,30,32,34,36,38)-1BS

SMX-(S,M,L,XL,XXL)-1BS

All Strikt MX jerseys
feature QwikWik
technology to get the
sweat out

Double and Triple
Stitched Chassis

100% Genuine
Leather Knee
Panels
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Lazer
Pants - $169.99 cad

Jersey - $59.99 cad

SMX-(26,28,30,32,34,36,38)-1GL

SMX-(S,M,L,XL,XXL)-1GL

100% Fade Free
Digital Sublimation

Directional Flow 3D
AirMesh Vented Panels

Water repellent and
breathable 600d
Dirt-Tek fabric
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Electric Desert Camo
Pants - $169.99 cad

Jersey - $59.99 cad

SMX-(26,28,30,32,34,36,38)-1DC

SMX-(S,M,L,XL,XXL)-1DC

100% Fade Free
Digital Sublimation

Double and Triple
Stitched Chassis
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Strikt Gear Company - DIRT SPRING 2014

100% Genuine
Leather Knee
Panels

Electric Sky Camo
Pants - $169.99 cad

Jersey - $59.99 cad

SMX-(26,28,30,32,34,36,38)-1BC

SMX-(S,M,L,XL,XXL)-1BC

Directional Flow 3D
AirMesh Vented Panels

Water repellent and
breathable 600d
Dirt-Tek fabric

Strikt Gear Company - DIRT SPRING 2014
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Electric Stealth Camo
Pants - $169.99 cad

Jersey - $59.99 cad

SMX-(26,28,30,32,34,36,38)-1SC

SMX-(S,M,L,XL,XXL)-1SC

All Strikt MX jerseys
feature QwikWik
technology to get the
sweat out

Directional Flow 3D
AirMesh Vented Panels
100% Genuine
Leather Knee
Panels
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Electric Field Camo
Pants - $169.99 cad

Jersey - $59.99 cad

SMX-(26,28,30,32,34,36,38)-1FC

SMX-(S,M,L,XL,XXL)-1FC

100% Fade Free
Sublimation

Double and Triple
Stitched Chassis

Strikt Gear Company - DIRT SPRING 2014
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www.striktgear.com
Facebook.com/Striktgear
@Striktgear

